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German consumption: Major headwinds for durable goods purchases.
Consumer sentiment has suffered considerably from Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. This adds to the effect of the acceleration in inflation.
Nevertheless, private consumption is expected to expand in 2022 due to
one-off effects. As a shutoff from Russian natural gas does not seem likely
to materialise anytime soon, we stick to our GDP forecast of 2.3% for 2022,
but acknowledge that downside risks are increasing, not least because of
China's lockdowns.
Inflation: Likely to accelerate further in May – price-boosting factors to
remain in place. After an expected rise in May, the relief measures could
eventually pull down the inflation rate from June to August by a good
percentage point. But ongoing upstream pressure indicates that the
inflation surge is far from over.
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Public finances: Reserve borrowing to permit renewed compliance with
the “debt brake” from 2023. Despite a targeted record-high federal net
borrowing of up to EUR 238.9 bn in 2022, we do not believe that Germany
is turning away from its conservative fiscal policy stance.
Progress in reducing energy imports from Russia – gas supply carries
medium-term challenges. Securing gas supply without Russian gas
remains the biggest challenge in the near term. The switch from Russian
pipeline gas to LNG imports will be a huge challenge for the German
economy and society in the medium term as well.

n

Household finances in 2021: Deposits out of favor – mortgage boom
continued. Private households discarded their preference for deposits in
the face of negative nominal rates and rising inflation in 2021. Instead, they
invested more in other financial assets. With a lower absolute level of
savings, this investment pattern will likely prevail also in 2022.

n

Implementation of policy shifts will likely lead to intra-coalition frictions.
Once the immediate shock fades, the debate on how to rank the new
priorities cannot be avoided much longer, likely leading to increasing
frictions. Still, we do not expect the three-way coalition to collapse any time
soon. o collapse anytime soon.
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Key Economic Forecasts
Figure 1: Economic Forecasts
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Figure 2: Forecasts: German GDP growth by components, % qoq; annual data % yoy
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German consumption: Major headwinds for durable goods
purchases
n

Consumer confidence has suffered considerably from the uncertainties
generated by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and its in-part already visible
impact on the economy. This adds to the effect of the considerable increase
in consumer prices.

n

These developments will probably make households more reluctant to
spend money on large-scale purchases. Despite a significant nominal
increase, disposable incomes are likely to shrink by more than 1% in real
terms in 2022. Nevertheless, a statistically large overhang from 2021 and a
partial depletion of involuntary savings will probably help private
consumption grow about 3%.

n

As a shutoff from Russian natural gas does not seem likely to materialise
anytime soon, we stick to our GDP forecast of 2.3% for 2022, but
acknowledge that downside risks are increasing, not least because of
China's lockdowns. However, if there is a prolonged disruption in Russian
natural gas and oil supply, the German economy could fall into a severe
recession.

Figure 3: Uncertainty among German
consumers: Reluctance to buy,
higher prices expected
balances (sa.)
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Consumer confidence slides, consumers become reluctant to buy
Consumer confidence has suffered considerably from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.
On top of that, consumer price inflation has already accelerated significantly (CPI
April: 7.4% yoy), and survey results reveal that households expect prices to rise
further. Moreover, persistent supply bottlenecks due to the lockdowns in China will
weigh on sentiment as well. With households digesting this unpalatable mix, the
GfK consumer sentiment index dropped to a record low of -26.5 points in May. The
European Commission’s consumer confidence indicator also fell to -18.9, the
lowest level since the crisis year 2009.

Source: European Commission

Figure 4: Domestic consumption
spending
Index (2015 = 100), sb.
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shaded areas: lockdown
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According to recent surveys, many households have become more reluctant to
make large-scale purchases due to the latest developments. Indeed, the propensity
to buy consumer durables1 is currently as low as during the first wave of the
pandemic in 2020. Moreover, many consumer durable goods were already
purchased or replaced during the pandemic, so a certain degree of saturation is to
be expected.
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Households that are buying nevertheless are confronted with steep price increases.
In April, the CPI for consumer durables jumped to 7.0% yoy from 6.4% in March. The
loss of purchasing power reduces consumption and GDP in real terms. This applies
in particular if households have a limited budget and cannot finance higher price
tags by depleting their savings or taking out a loan. In addition, supply bottlenecks
lead to delays, which can be very long in some cases. This dampens the demand
impact of the still existing propensity to buy, too. For these reasons, demand for
consumer durables looks set to remain low for now and is unlikely to support
growth during the summer of 2022.

Source: Federal Statistical Office

Price increases for services and consumer goods will also lead to changes in
consumer behaviour. In particular, the quick price increase for consumer goods will
have an impact. In fact, Q1 retail sales roughly stagnated in real terms, compared

1

ESA 2010 defines consumer durables as durable goods used by households for final consumption
repeatedly over a period of more than one year.
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to December 2021. The monthly figure for March is a particularly good illustration
of the loss of purchasing power. In nominal terms, retail sales were up 1.4% yoy,
whereas in real terms they were down 4.4%.

Figure 5: CPI for various groups of
goods
Index (2015 = 100)
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In the case of price-sensitive consumer durables (estimated price elasticities for
furniture and cars: c. -2, i.e. a 1% price increase leads to a 2% reduction in demand),
the recent price increases – some of which have been rapid – are likely to induce a
noticeable decline in demand in the short term. In April, for example, the price index
of new cars rose by a good 9% yoy and that of used cars by as much as 25%. In view
of the supply bottlenecks, prices for household appliances rose by almost 6%.
Other large expenditure items that do not belong to the category of durable goods
also have become significantly more expensive. Prices for package holidays, for
example, rose by 14% yoy in April, largely a one-off effect of the pandemic.
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Private consumption still set to expand in 2022 thanks to one-off effects
In our baseline scenario household disposable income looks set to increase by
about 5% this year. The healthy labour market, the pension increase for 21 million
people on 1 July (6.12% in East and 5.35% in West Germany) and not least the
increase in the minimum wage to EUR 12 from October will support income growth.
In real terms, however, disposable income is likely to decline by more than 1%, as
we expect inflation in Germany to accelerate to 6.7% on average this year (baseline
scenario). Against this background, it may seem paradoxical that we nevertheless
expect private consumption to grow by about 3% in real terms in 2022. However,
much of the increase stems from the statistical overhang from 2021 (c. 2.5 pp).
Moreover, additional savings during the pandemic (c. EUR 200 bn) may be depleted
by 10 – 15% over time. This financial buffer is distributed unequally across
households, however. Those consumers who do not have such comfortable
savings may be forced to reduce their savings rate or change their consumption
behaviour2 . In that case, the aggregate savings ratio is likely to approach its longterm annual average of c. 11% more quickly and could even temporarily
undershoot. Due to the pandemic, it still averaged 15.1% in 2021 as a whole, down
from a record high of 20.3% in Q2 2020.
Nevertheless, any assumptions about households’ savings behaviour are subject to
some uncertainties; there are various counteracting motives of consumptionsaving behaviour. On the one hand, households may save more money as a
precaution if they believe that risks in general have increased. At present, for
example, there is some uncertainty about inflation developments. This is reflected
in the strong increase in price expectations (see Figure 3) in household surveys, and
a corresponding reduction in consumer spending could be expected. Research on
the consumption-saving decision of households attaches great importance to the
precautionary-saving motive, as this approach provides some plausible
explanations for various so-called "empirical consumption puzzles" (excess
sensitivity3 , excess smoothness,4 etc.). On the other hand, the rise in inflation
reduces the real interest rate (Fisher equation) and thus the incentive to save. And
to make things even more complicated, higher inflation can be seen as a "tax" on
nominal assets, leading to a negative wealth and income effect, which in turn
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Source: Federal Statistical Office

Figure 6: German savings rate could
temporarily undershoot its long-term
average in 2022
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Figure 7: German GDP: Spending on
durables mostly procyclical, with
some exceptions
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Kouvavas, Omiros, Riccardo Trezzi, Bernhard Goldhammer, and Jakob Nordeman (2020). Inflation
measurement in times of economic distress. In ECB Economic Bulletin, Issue 3, 2020, 39-44.
Flavin, Marjorie A. (1981). The adjustment of consumption to changing expectations about future
income. Journal of Political Economy, 89, 974-1009.
Deaton, Angus (1987). Life-cycle models of consumption: is the evidence consistent with the theory?
In Bewley, T. F. (ed.) Advances in Econometrics, Vol II (Amsterdam: North-Holland), 121-148.
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should weigh on household spending plans. Even though consumers run the risk
that they can buy less for their savings, some of them may want to keep their savings
ratios stable in order to achieve their individual saving goals. To sum up, research
on households’ responses to major inflation shocks is difficult to apply to the
current environment given the two major shocks in a row – and particularly the
specificity of the COVID shock.

Reluctance to buy consumer durables will likely weigh on growth
The current uncertainty among households and the cutbacks in spending plans are
no good omen for German GDP growth in the summer half of 2022. Indeed,
consumers can easily adjust their consumer durables spending profile; they can
simply delay purchases and continue to use the equipment they already have, or
they can even forgo altogether.
While consumer durables make up much less of total household spending than
consumer goods and services, they are quite important due to their volatility.
Moreover, they tend to be procyclical, i.e. move in step with the general economic
cycle, and can intensify cyclical up- or downtrends. That is why they are an
interesting lever for fiscal and monetary policy measures that aim to influence the
economic cycle. During the crisis of 2008/09, German fiscal packages included
incentives for buying cars (temporary tax waiver, car-scrapping bonus scheme). In
view of the supply shortages, a similar programme is unlikely today. Rather, current
fiscal relief measures aim to support household consumption across the board.
Still, sales of consumer durables may benefit indirectly. However, we deal with this
issue in more detail in another article.

Figure 8: Global IP outlook has
deteriorated significantly
Index
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German economy during summer 2022 – calm before the storm

Bundesbank leading indicator global IP

As a shutoff from Russian natural gas does not seem likely to materialize anytime
soon, we stick to our baseline scenario of German GDP expanding by 2.3% in 2022.
However, if there is a prolonged disruption in Russian natural gas supply, the
German economy could fall into a severe recession.

Foreign orders (core, 3M ma, right)

In addition to the economic uncertainties related to the war in Ukraine, another
downside risk is building up with the current economic slowdown in China, linked
to the restrictive Zero-COVID policy. The latest hard data (April IP: -2.9% yoy, retail
sales: -11.1% yoy) were worse than expected. For 2022, we have lowered our GDP
forecast for China to 3.3% (previously 4.4%) – below the government's target of
5.5%. Given this backdrop, it is hardly surprising that the Bundesbank's leading
indicator for global IP has recently weakened noticeably.

Source : Deutsche Bundesbank, Deutsche Bank Research

Figure 9:High-frequency data point
to weak start into Q2
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Therefore, material shortages and supply chain disruptions are likely to remain
acute well into H2 2022 (semiconductors probably until 2023). According to ifo,
75% of all companies in the manufacturing sector complained about material
bottlenecks in April. The significantly higher prices for many intermediate products
(April: +26% yoy, metals: +43%) should soon have a dampening effect on demand
and thus bring some relief. However, the well-filled order books are likely to have
only a partial effect on production for the time being. We have thus lowered our
forecast for German IP in 2022 from +3% to +1%.
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Electric power: realized electricity consumption
Truck toll milage (right)
Source : Federal Statistical Office, Federal Network Agency,
Deutsche Bundesbank

So far, however, German economic data have developed broadly in line with our
expectations for H1 2022. The slightly positive quarterly growth in Q1 (preliminary:
0.2% qoq, details on 25 May) reduces the potential need for revisions to our GDP
forecast if the economy weakens towards the end of the summer. A downside risk
exists especially in Q3 (GDP forecast: 1.2% qoq), as besides the economic impact
Deutsche Bank AG
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of the war in Ukraine, supply bottlenecks for goods from China in particular could
worsen. Taking into account transport times by sea, the lockdowns in China (e.g.
Shanghai) would then have an even greater impact in Europe.

Figure 10: German IP with a weak
'motor'
nsa, % yoy

nsa, % yoy

20

Until then, German GDP should continue to expand in Q2 (0.6% qoq). The inherently
strong potential of the domestic recovery momentum after the end of most
pandemic-related restrictions cannot fully unfold due to the current headwinds. As
explained above, the sharp rise in consumer prices has already led to a loss of
purchasing power, which is dampening real private consumption. The labour
market situation, which remains very good, is still providing support. However,
supply bottlenecks and price increases not only constitute a concern for
households, but also hamper the manufacturing sector. Industrial production (Q1:
0.5% qoq) could keep slipping in Q2, slowing real goods exports and capex
investments. Weak electricity consumption data are an indication of this, as are the
latest sentiment data in industry. Here the ifo and PMIs for May will show whether
the current assessment and expectations have stabilised. Material bottlenecks and
significant price increases are also a strong headwind for the construction industry,
so not much impetus can be expected from real construction investments in Q2. On
balance, we therefore continue to feel comfortable with our forecast for the current
quarter.
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Inflation: Likely to accelerate further in May – price-boosting
factors to remain in place
n

The rate of inflation increased at a somewhat slower pace in April, inching
only slightly upwards to 7.4%. However, we do not believe that this figure
indicates a turnaround; rather, it seems to point to a minor breather during
the current inflation cycle. Indeed, we expect inflation to pick up more
strongly again in May already and come in at c. 7.7%.

n

Numerous factors are driving consumer prices up. In response, the federal
government has implemented several measures to tame consumer price
inflation during the summer months (abolishment of the renewable energy
surcharge, temporary cut in the energy tax rate on fuels, monthly publictransport travel pass for EUR 9), which may initially dampen inflation by a
good 1 percentage point.

n

As a result, inflation may drop back below 7% in June. However, once the
energy tax on fuels is raised again, as planned, and the subsidised monthly
public-transport travel pass is no longer available, inflation should
accelerate again in September.

n

Right now, it is impossible to tell when and at what level inflation will peak.
Still, in our baseline scenario we assume inflation to peak near the 8% mark
in autumn 2022 – provided that there is no embargo on Russian gas and
Russia does not stop its gas deliveries either.

Fuel and heating oil prices dampened inflation in April, as expected
After the unexpected inflation shock in March (inflation jumped to 7.3%, largely
driven by energy prices), the national CPI rose only slightly further in April, inching
up to 7.4% (DB forecast: 7.4%). Nevertheless, price pressures once again exceeded
market expectations (consensus forecast: 7.2%). CPI inflation returned to a level
last seen in the mid-1970s or the beginning of the 1980s. At 7.8%, the harmonised
rate (HICP) even came precariously close to the 8% threshold (March: 7.6%).
Figure 11: Falling fuel prices dampened inflation in April
% yoy and contribution rates (in pp)
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The slowdown in the pace of inflation in April compared to March was largely due
to significant price declines for heating oil and fuels (petrol, diesel), which dropped
by 15.6% and 5.7% mom, respectively. However, there is no sustained relief from
the energy-price front (-3.1% in April vs. March); while prices for heating oil and
fuels have increased more slowly (by 77.4% and 38.5% yoy, respectively, in April
down from 106.6% and 47.4% yoy, respectively, in March), prices for electricity
(+19.3% in April, up from +17.7% yoy in March) and gas (+33.8%, up from +28.8%
yoy) have risen at a quicker pace.

Price increases for food and core goods as well as services more than
offset the dampening impact from energy prices
Price pressures on other, non-energy-related components of the CPI basket
increased in April. Food prices in particular jumped; the rate of increase was up from
6.2% yoy in March to 8.5%. Above all, prices for edible fats and oils (27.3 %, up from
17.2% yoy in March), meat and meat products (11.8%, up from 5.1%), dairy
products and eggs (9.4%, up from 7.2%) and bread and cereals (8.7%, up from 6.2%
in March) rose. Moreover, food prices are likely to continue their strong upward
trend in the coming months due to the surge in producer prices for agricultural
products. Just in March, agricultural product prices rose by 15.1% mom – driving
the annual price increase up to 34.7% yoy (February: 22.5%), the highest level on
record since the inception of the time series in 1961. Due to the war in Ukraine prices
for grain increased 30.3% mom or 70.2% yoy, respectively.

Figure 12: Producer prices for agricultural products are increasing at the fastest
pace since 1969
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Source : Federal Statistical Office, Deutsche Bank Research

Prices for semi-durable and durable consumer goods also climbed significantly in
April (by 3.6% and 7.0%, up from 2.5% and 6.4% yoy in March, respectively).
Meanwhile, service price inflation rose further, to 3.2% (from 2.8% yoy in March)
against the backdrop of only moderately higher housing rent inflation (1.6%, up
from 1.5%) but noticeably higher non-rental service price inflation (4.2%, up from
3.5%). As a result, core inflation accelerated considerably again in April, to 3.8% (up
from 3.4% yoy in March). This increase confirms that the uptrend is taking place on
a broad basis and suggests that is unlikely to vanish in the near future –
strengthening the case for decisive ECB action.
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Figure 13: Inflation remains broad-based
% yoy (not seasonally adjusted)
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As the labour market remains very healthy (employment and unemployment have
returned to pre-coronavirus levels) and demographic developments will likely
intensify the lack of qualified labour, there is a growing risk that upcoming wage
negotiations, for example in the important metals sector, may trigger a wage-price
spiral.

Inflation pressures to increase again in May ...
The rate of inflation increased at a somewhat slower pace in April. However, we do
not believe that this development indicates a turnaround; rather, it seems to point
to a minor breather during the current price-hike cycle. Inflation looks set to pick up
again more strongly in May already and will probably come in at c. 7.7%.
Energy-price inflation is likely to accelerate again in May, as fuel and heating oil
prices have recently risen again and electricity and gas prices look set to have
continued their uptrend. There is significant upside potential for electricity and gas
prices, as price pressures at the wholesale/market level are still considerable and
energy suppliers have only partly passed on higher purchase prices to consumers
so far. Fuel and heating-oil prices may rise strongly as well in the coming weeks on
the back of the planned embargo on Russian oil.
In addition, the war in Ukraine is likely to continue to drive food prices further
upwards, as cereals and fertiliser shortages begin to bite. We believe that food-price
inflation may reach two-digit levels soon. And finally, the strict lockdowns in China
should intensify supply-side price and cost pressures due to materials shortages
and high freight tariffs. This should lead to (even) higher domestic goods prices with
some delay.
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Figure 14: Strong underlying inflation potential for food price inflation
Seasonally adjusted data
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... before relief measures dampen inflation during the summer
The federal government has launched several measures to tame inflation during the
summer months. These include the (permanent) abolishment of the renewable
energy surcharge, which was brought forward to 1 July 2022, the (temporary)
reduction of the energy tax on fuels and the significant reduction of public-transport
ticket prices (to EUR 9 for a monthly pass) for three months, from June to August.
Our back-of-the-envelope calculations suggest that, taken together, these three
measures could dampen the CPI by a good 1 pp between June and August (impact
on the year-on-year rate in 2022 as a whole: c. 0.4 of a pp). Against this background,
inflation may initially drop below 7% during the summer. However, once the energy
tax on fuels is raised again, as planned, and the monthly public-transport travel pass
for EUR 9 is no longer available, inflation will likely accelerate again in September.

No end to the current price shock in sight
Right now, it is impossible to tell when and at what level inflation will peak. Since
both direct and indirect price pressures, i.e. the CPI energy component and energy
as a driver of input prices for goods and services, respectively, depend to a
significant extent on the future development of energy prices (crude oil, gas, power)
and not least on the development of the Ukraine war, the inflation outlook remains
highly uncertain. Still, our baseline scenario assumes that inflation will peak near
the 8% mark in autumn 2022 – provided that there is no embargo on Russian gas
and Russia does not stop its gas deliveries.
This forecast also assumes that global supply chain tensions and materials
shortages abate during the remainder of the year, allowing the significant corporate
price and cost pressures to gradually ease. However, there are no clear signs for
such a moderation so far. Indeed, producer prices for goods, services and
agricultural products and global shipping tariffs (i.e. transportation costs for import
goods) are still very high. And finally, corporate pricing plans suggest that
consumer prices will rise considerably more. According to an ifo survey conducted
in April, 62% of companies (average for the economy as a whole) plan to increase
their prices during the coming three months. This is a new record since the
beginning of the series in 2005.
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Figure 15: Pipeline inflation remains high
% yoy
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Inflation forecast: 6.7% for 2022 and 4.5% for 2023
In our baseline scenario, we still expect inflation to average 6.7% in 2022 as a whole
(up from 3.1% in 2021), as the acceleration in April remained in line with our
expectations. In 2023, we expect inflation to slow to about 4 ½%. However, the
upside risks to our inflation forecast clearly exceed the downside risks, and it seems
unlikely that inflation dynamics will return to pre-pandemic levels even after the
current price shock is over.
Sebastian Becker (+49 69 910-21548, sebastian-b.becker@db.com)
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Public finances: Reserve borrowing to permit renewed
compliance with the “debt brake” from 2023
n

Major pandemic support measures will run out by the beginning of the
second half of 2022 – which will bring budget relief worth c. 2 ½ pp.
However, the war in Ukraine and the energy-price shock will exert renewed
pressure on the budget. That is why the fiscal deficit looks set to come in
above the 3% threshold in 2022, too.

n

While the federal government has planned record borrowings of up to EUR
238.9 bn in 2022 for the core budget and the extraordinary budget for the
army, we do not expect the war in Ukraine to trigger a fundamental
turnaround towards persistently high deficits in German fiscal policy. The
federal government should have considerable fiscal elbowroom in the
coming years; available funds for additional spending outside the “debt
brake” add up to almost 7% of GDP. However, the cap on new borrowing
should prevent excessive new debt in the long run.

n

Minister of Finance Christian Lindner recently called for a supply-oriented
fiscal and economic policy. This statement supports our view that another
suspension of the debt brake in 2023 is a measure of last resort for the
federal government, which it would likely take only in case of a severe
recession, for example. For now, such a scenario seems unlikely as the
economic situation appears comfortable (the output gap is likely to be
nearly closed in 2023) and the government has a large fiscal buffer for the
coming years.

War in Ukraine and energy-price shock to result in new burdens on the
budget
Following the fiscal windfalls ahead of the pandemic (between 2014 and 2019,
budget surpluses averaged c. 1.2% of GDP), the overall budget deficit (i.e. the
consolidated budget balances of the federal government, the states, the local
communities and social security, as defined by the national accounts) looks set to
come in at more than 3% of GDP (i.e. above the Maastricht threshold) for the third
time in a row in 2022. Major pandemic support (subsidies for companies, special
short-time work schemes) will run out by the beginning of the second half of 2022
– which will bring budget relief worth c. 2 ½ pp. However, direct (relief packages)
and indirect (automatic stabilisers) fiscal consequences of the war in Ukraine and
the energy-price shock will exert renewed pressure on the budget.
The relief measures for households and companies adopted by the federal
government between February and April (early abolishment of the renewable
energy surcharge, subsidised public-transport travel pass for EUR 9 for three
months, temporary fuel subsidies, one-off energy support payments, energy-price
subsidies for companies heavily affected by the war in Ukraine) will already cost the
government c. EUR 36 bn or 1.0% of GDP (see also Focus Europe: Shielding: How
fiscal policy is absorbing the real income shock). Since the abolishment of the
pandemic subsidies is likely to have a significantly larger effect on the budget than
the relief packages (unless either Germany or Russia stop the imports of Russian
gas; such a step might trigger a severe recession and require further fiscal
measures), we expect the deficit as defined in the national accounts (Maastricht
definition) to decline to c. 3.1% of GDP this year (down from 4.3% in 2020 and 3.7%
in 2021, respectively).
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Figure 16: Fiscal outlook according to the Ministry of Finance (Stability
Programme, April 2022)
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However, the federal government is more pessimistic in its fiscal outlook. Its
Stability Programme 2022 presented in April assumes that the overall deficit will
amount to 3 ¾ % of GDP in 2022 – a similar level as in 2021. However, it should be
pointed out that the government estimates for the two pandemic years 2020/21
were much higher than the actually registered financing gaps. For example, in
spring 2021 the government temporarily expected a deficit of up to 9% of GDP (see
Stability Programme 2021) (actual figure: 3.7%).

Figure 17: Budget deficit forecasts in comparison (Maastricht deficit)
% GDP (general government - national accounts)
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In addition, the government’s deficit forecasts considerably exceeded those of the
leading research institutions in the Joint Economic Forecast or of the German
Council of Economic Experts in the last few years. For example, in spring 2021 the
Joint Economic Forecast and the German Council of Economic Experts anticipated
deficits of 4 ½% and 4.1% of GDP for 2021, respectively (see Joint Economic
Forecast of April 2021 and Economic Outlook of the German Council of Economic
Experts of March 2021). Things look similar for 2022: the research institutions and
the German Council of Economic Experts forecast considerably lower deficits of
“only” 1.4% and 2.6% of GDP, respectively. However, these estimates do not reflect
all of the government's new fiscal measures (see also Joint Economic Forecast of
April 2022 and Economic Outlook of the German Council of Economic Experts of
March 2022).

Fiscal deficit likely to come in above the 3% threshold in 2022, too
A look at the government’s current Stability Programme suggests that the
Maastricht deficit forecast for 2022 is based on planned net new borrowing of up
to EUR 138.9 bn or 3.7% of GDP (only core budget, excluding the special fund for
the army) (see also Germany Blog: Authorised federal net credit borrowing could
spike to EUR 238.9 bn in 2022). Since we believe that the federal government will
not use its extraordinary fiscal elbowroom in full in 2022 – the supplementary
budget alone includes an unspecified reserve of EUR 13.7 bn or 0.4% of GDP – the
fiscal deficit forecast for this year might once again be too high.5 However, any
money not spent may be held as “fiscal reserves” in extraordinary funds in the
coming fiscal years. In that case, it will no longer be counted under the debt brake,
but may increase the actual deficit later on.6 In brief, a lower deficit in 2022 may lead
to higher deficits in later years.
While the overall general government deficit may decline in 2022 (compared to
2021), fiscal pressure should remain high in the long run unless the government
makes larger active consolidation efforts (fiscal room will be needed due to
demographic development and significant increases in social security spending,
high funding needs for digitisation and the ecological transformation of the
economy). Moreover, as the crisis continues (war in Ukraine, energy-price shock,
lockdowns in China and persistent supply chain challenges), we may see further
burdens on economic growth and, in turn, the government budget.

Is Germany turning away from its conservative fiscal policy stance?
As the federal government plans record-high new borrowing (up to EUR 238.9 bn
in 2022 for the core budget and the extraordinary budget of c. EUR 100 bn for the
army), observers may well ask the question of whether the war in Ukraine triggered
a turnaround in German fiscal policy – from a stability-oriented policy towards one
with persistently high fiscal deficits. It is impossible to answer this question with
any certainty right now, as much will depend on future economic, social and
political developments, which are difficult to forecast. In addition, the general
mindset may change and influence economic assessments. This effect should not
be underestimated.

5

6

In this context, it is also worth noting that the latest tax revenue estimates as of May 2022 point to
additional tax revenues (compared to the previous estimates in November 2021) of EUR 16.9 bn and
EUR 40.4 bn alone for 2022 at the federal and general government level, respectively.
The federal government has changed the rules on how the debt brake is included in the accounts. Now,
net borrowing for extraordinary budgets counts directly towards the debt brake for the core budget;
before, borrowings were booked at the time the money was actually allotted to the extraordinary
budgets.
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Figure 18: Federal budget 2022 draft*, benchmark 2023 budget and financial
plan until 2026
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However, it is clear that the pandemic has put a much larger strain on the budget
than most observers would have expected in advance. In addition, the government
has not yet presented a long-term strategy to ensure fiscal sustainability, despite
the funding gaps in the social security system that will likely widen in the future.
Rather, the coalition seems to be hoping to stick to its original public investment and
social spending plans. It has not indicated consideration of higher taxes to fund any
portion of the planned expenditures. At the same time, the fiscal response to the
pandemic appears still quite moderate in an international comparison – suggesting
likely continuation of the stability-oriented policy approach.
The debt brake enshrined in the German constitution is another reason why fiscal
policy is likely to remain largely stability-oriented. The rule will probably counteract
excessive new debt increases in the long run, though both the former and the
current government have invoked the emergency clause to allow them to fully use
the elbowroom for additional spending granted by the constitution (particularly at
the federal level). Indeed, some measures prompted the current opposition parties
CDU/CSU to file suit with the Federal Constitutional Court regarding the new
government’s second supplementary budget for 2021. Regardless of the court’s
decision, the FDP (one of the coalition parties) seems likely to retain its key goal of
official compliance with the debt brake from fiscal year 2023. Minister of Finance
Christian Lindner recently called it the “gold standard of public funding”. He
highlighted his ideas about a prospective shift in German fiscal policy in May.
However, the context is different to that in which the term is currently used by many
observers (see the German-language strategy paper of the ministry of finance on a
turnaround in fiscal policy).
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Minister of Finance Lindner has discussed his conceptions regarding an
"ordoliberal market-economy driven policy approach“ that “raises economic
growth from a supply-side perspective without further boosting inflation”. Such a
“future oriented” policy seems incompatible with broad-based public spending
programmes and other government-driven demand-side impulses (such as
extensive transfers or higher government consumption expenditures), which go
beyond stabilising the economy during crises periods. In addition, to help secure
Germany’s “fiscal resiliency” in future periods, Linder has said that the government
should comply with the debt brake and ensure that the debt-to-GDP ratio reverts to
a falling path. Moreover, at the European level, Lindner has stressed the importance
of common European fiscal rules, which would lead to a credible reduction of
government debt ratios.
While all three coalition partners would have to agree to such a new supply-sideoriented course in fiscal policy, the finance minister has clearly restated that he
believes German fiscal policy should not continue to increase (demand-oriented)
spending, but pursue a (supply-oriented) fiscal policy to ensure a sustained
consolidation and regain more freedom of movement to respond to future crises.

Federal government has considerable reserves
It remains to be seen whether the government can agree on such a change in
course. Nevertheless, Lindner’s statements support our view that suspending the
debt brake for the fourth time in a row in 2023 would likely be a measure of last resort
for the government – for use only in case of a comprehensive economic crisis
triggered, for example, by a supply stop of Russian gas. For now, we believe there
are (still) not sufficient reasons for this as the economic situation appears relatively
comfortable (the output gap is likely to be nearly closed in 2023) and the
government has a large fiscal buffer for the coming years. The Bundesbank has
stated that the federal government alone has reserves worth EUR 160 bn at its
disposal (see the Monthly Report February 2022). This is equivalent to c. 4 ½% of
forecast GDP for 2022. The Independent Advisory Board to the Stability Council
believes the buffer is even larger, at c. 5% of GDP (see its Statement of 26 April
2022). In addition, the government plans to provide credit borrowing authorisations
worth c. EUR 100 bn or 2.7% of GDP for the extraordinary budget for the army
(military modernisation fund; “Sondervermögen Bundeswehr”) and gradually use
the money for defence spending during the years up to 2026.
Overall, the federal government will have additional funds worth EUR 260 bn (6.9%
of GDP) at its disposal. This can be used outside the debt brake limits. If the money
is spent equally across the five coming years, the federal government has additional
funds worth c. EUR 50 bn or 1 ¼ pp of GDP at its disposal each year. The general
government deficit in the national accounts would rise accordingly. Much of the
money comes from borrowing requests granted in former fiscal years, which have
not been used yet (for example a general reserve of c. EUR 48 bn or the excess funds
worth c. EUR 60 bn transferred to the energy and climate fund by the second
supplementary budget for 2021). Since these credit borrowing authorisations have
already been formally included in the debt brake (sometimes by invoking the
emergency clause), they may be freely used in the future (and hence increase the
deficit and debt stock); they will not be counted towards the debt brake again.
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Figure 19: DB projections: Maastricht deficit is set to decrease in 2022/23
% GDP (general government / national accounts)
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Re-compliance with the “debt brake” still possible from 2023
We believe that this type of “reserve borrowing” will allow the federal government
to formally comply with the debt brake again from 2023, despite the war in Ukraine
and high planned expenditure. Even if the government complies with the debt brake
again from 2023, this should not be mistaken for an abrupt and significant
consolidation of public finances; rather, it would simply be due to the use of
reserves. As a result, overall deficits under the national accounts would
considerably exceed the structural limit on net new (federal) debt of 0.35% of GDP.
We note that some observers think this process runs counter to the original intent
of the debt brake, which was meant to keep a lid on structural debt and ensure
steadier fiscal policy. Concerning the federal fiscal forecasts for 2022 to 20267 , the
Independent Advisory Board to the Stability Council believes that the deficit
forecasts for 2022-24 are too high and those from 2025 too low. This implies that the
general government’s fiscal deficit might decline until 2024 but start widening
again from 2025 onwards.
Sebastian Becker (+49 69 910-21548, sebastian-b.becker@db.com)

7

They are as follows: 3 ¾ % of GDP for 2022, 2% for 2023, 1 ¾% for 2024, 1% for 2025 and ½% for 2026.
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Progress in reducing energy imports from Russia – gas
supply carries medium-term challenges
n

Over the last few weeks, Germany has made progress in reducing its
dependence on energy deliveries from Russia. The share of oil imports from
Russia in total German oil imports has been reduced to 12% from roughly
35% in 2021. For hard coal, the share of imports from Russia has declined
to only 8%, down from more than 50% in 2021.

n

It is still a highly ambitious political task to reduce the dependency on
Russian gas deliveries. The share of Russian gas imports in total German
imports has already declined to 35% of late (down from 55%). To diversify
LNG imports in the future, Germany has decided to build two new LNG
terminals at its shores. Since that will take roughly 3-4 years, the installation
of so-called Floating Storage and Regasification Units (FSRU) are set bridge
this time gap. With these steps, combined with measures to reduce gas
consumption in private households and the corporate sector, the share of
Russian gas imports in total imports could decline to 10% in 2024.

n

The switch from Russian pipeline gas to LNG imports will be a huge
challenge for the German economy and society in the medium term as well.
Global demand for LNG is expected to rise faster than LNG supply for some
years to come. Thus, LNG gas will likely remain more expensive than
pipeline gas. This is a burden for energy-intensive sectors in Germany with
high gas consumption and for sectors such as the steel industry where
natural gas is supposed to be a bridging technology between hard coal and
green hydrogen. In the electricity sector, too, natural gas should function as
back-up technology until renewable energies can provide the lion’s share
of German power supply and to reach the envisaged phase-out of coal in the
power sector by (ideally) 2030. Finally, higher medium-term gas prices are
a financial burden for many private households in Germany. Nearly 50% of
all existing residential units in Germany are heated with gas.

Oil: Only one refinery still receives oil from Russia
Over the last few weeks, Germany has made progress in reducing its dependence
on energy deliveries from Russia. According to the 2nd Progress Report on Energy
Security form early May, the share of oil imports from Russia in total German oil
imports has been reduced to 12%, down from roughly 35% in 2021. Supply
contracts with Russia have not been extended, so Germany is able to purchase oil
from other countries. There is still one refinery in eastern Germany (Schwedt) that
is currently fully supplied with pipeline oil from Russia – and that is important to
satisfy regional demand for oil and refined products such as gasoline and diesel.
There are plans to supply the refinery with oil imports via the harbours in Rostock
(Germany) or Gdansk (Poland). The refinery is predominantly owned by Rosneft, the
Russian state-owned energy company. Since the Federal Ministry for Economics
regards it as unlikely that a Russian company will voluntarily scale down oil imports
from Russia, there have been discussions about an increasing state influence that
could lead to nationalisation of this refinery. That would help reduce Russian
influence and provide for higher energy security.
The EU Commission proposed a phased-in embargo on oil imports from Russia in
early May. EU member states have not yet agreed on a final decision since Hungary
is highly dependent on imports from Russia and has called for more time and
(financial) support to switch to other more expensive sources. According to recent
media reports, doubts have become more pronounced whether a unanimous
agreement amongst all EU member states can be reached at all.
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Hard coal: EU embargo on Russian coal imports has become effective
The EU embargo on coal imports from Russia became effective in early April 2022.
There is a transition period for existing contracts that will last until August 10, 2022.
New contracts to purchase coal or other solid fossil fuels are not allowed. These
regulations are part of the 5th package of sanctions against Russia. German utility
providers and industrial sectors that use coal, such as the steel industry, have
already managed to diversify supply. According to the 2nd Progress Report on
Energy Security, the share of hard coal imports from Russia has declined to 8% from
more than 50% in 2021. In the electricity sector, the share of hard coal fired in
German power plants was even higher. The global coal market is quite liquid even
though Germany must now pay higher prices for coal compared to previous (longterm) agreements with Russia. The German index for import prices for hard coal
increased by more than 300% yoy in March 2022. These higher costs are an
economic burden for energy-intensive industrial sectors that use coal. This affects
particularly the steel industry, which is already challenged by the intended
transformation towards a higher share of steel production based on (green)
hydrogen and needs to invest massively in new plants and the respective
infrastructure if it wants to reach its climate targets.
Demand for hard coal from the German electricity sector could increase in 2022 to
compensate for lower electricity generation with gas-fired power plants. Priorities
for gas usage are expected to be industrial purposes, filling up gas storage
capacities and space heating as soon as the heating period starts again in autumn
(see below). Thus, utility companies might switch from gas to coal. As a result, the
capacity utilisation of hard-coal-fired power plants could increase in 2022.
Utilisation was around 31% in 2021. What's more, coal-fired power plant units
scheduled for shutdown (coal phase-out) could remain online longer or could be put
into the strategic reserve.

Gas: Government strives for fast expansion of LNG infrastructure
It is still a highly ambitious political task to reduce the dependence on Russian gas
deliveries. Germany’s direct gas imports are solely pipeline gas. Russia had been
the most important supplier with an average share of 55% during the last few years,
ahead of Norway and the Netherlands. Before the war, Germany has received LNG
only indirectly via the European gas network and in small quantities. In the first
months of 2022, however, Germany has managed to increase (indirect) LNG
imports to new record highs. Moreover, the Netherlands and Norway currently
deliver more natural gas via pipeline than in 2021. As a result, the share of Russian
gas imports in total German imports has already declined to 35%. At the same time,
the filling level of gas storage capacities in Germany has increased to more than
42%, which exceeds the respective filling levels of the last few years except for
2019.Price effects have been significant in the gas market, too. German import
prices for natural gas were up 304% yoy in March 2022.

Figure 20: Rising import prices
Import prices in Germany, % yoy
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To diversify LNG imports in the future, Germany has decided to build two new LNG
terminals at its shores. Since that will take roughly 3-4 years, the installation of socalled Floating Storage and Regasification Units (FSRU) is set bridge this time gap.
Germany has made the first arrangements to put such FSRUs into operation by next
winter already. The first of these installations could substitute some 16% of the
(high) 2021 Russian gas imports in the winter of 2022/23; this translates into gas
imports via FSRUs of 7.5 bcm. Altogether, Germany plans to hire four of these
installations by 2024. In the final stage, LNG imports of roughly 33.5 bcm could be
generated via FSRUs by 2024. With these steps, combined with measures to
reduce gas consumption in private households and the corporate sector, the share
Deutsche Bank AG
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of Russian gas imports in total imports could decline to 10% in 2024.
Given the high dependence on Russian gas not only in Germany but also in many
other EU member states, an EU embargo on gas imports from Russia is currently
still not anticipated. However, it remains to be seen if Russia will stop or reduce its
gas deliveries to the EU. The country has announced that it will accept only rubles
for energy purchases from “unfriendly states”. A final clarification of how to pay for
Russian gas without breaching the countries' own sanctions is still pending.
However, Russia has already stopped gas deliveries to Poland and Bulgaria based
on this decree. What is more, Russia put some European entities of Russian energy
companies on a sanctions list in early May. The decree says that no Russian entity
will be allowed to make deals with companies on the sanctions list. They are also
not allowed to fulfil obligations under existing contracts.
It is still unclear how these mutual sanctions will impact gas deliveries from Russia
to the EU and how flexible the legal interpretation on both sides might be. So far, gas
imports via the most important pipeline for Germany, Nord Stream 1, are stable at
a high level. It is clear, however, that a stop in gas deliveries from Russia to the EU
is not an unrealistic scenario. If Russia decided to stop gas deliveries to Germany
(and other EU countries), the rationing of gas for industrial use would have to take
place more or less immediately even though the heating period is over. The German
Bundesnetzagentur recently announced that gas consumption in the leisure sector
(e.g., swimming pools) would be rationed first. Private households, critical public
infrastructure and small commercial clients would be treated with priority.
According to media reports, Bundesnetzagentur announced that sectors with a
high relevance for the provision of basic supplies (food, medical) and sectors where
a physical shortage in gas supply would cause high costs at the corporate and the
macroeconomic level would also be supplied with priority. Still, some energyintensive sectors would have to be rationed, too.

Significant medium-term challenges
The switch from Russian pipeline gas to LNG imports will be a huge challenge for
the German economy and society in the medium term as well. Global demand for
LNG is expected to rise faster than LNG supply for some years to come. Thus, LNG
gas will likely remain more expensive than pipeline gas. This is a burden for energyintensive sectors in Germany with high gas consumption. The chemical industry in
Germany alone consumes 5 times as much gas as Denmark as a whole. In the past,
these sectors benefited from stable (and quite cheap) gas deliveries from Russia
and must now factor in higher gas prices for the future.
Higher gas prices are also a problem for the steel industry and other sectors that
want to use gas as a bridging energy source away from coal to green hydrogen. The
steel industry plans to retrofit or rebuild significant parts of its production
capacities. The goal is to shift away from carbon-intensive coal as a reducing agent
to a direct reduction process, ideally based on green hydrogen. Since green
hydrogen will remain scarce in supply and expensive for some years to come,
natural gas is supposed to step into the breach (the new plants should be
constructed in a way that they can use natural gas or hydrogen). As a result of higher
gas prices, the transformation in the steel industry will become more expensive.
In the electricity sector, too, natural gas is supposed to bridge the gap until
renewable energies can provide the lion’s share of German power supply and to
reach the envisaged phase-out of coal in the power sector by (ideally) 2030. With
further electrification of the economy, annual electricity demand will rise in
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Germany. What's more, peak load in the winter months is likely to increase when
more houses are equipped with electric heat pumps, more industrial processes are
electrified, and more electric cars are on the road. The traffic light coalition
acknowledges that new gas-fired power plants that are H2-ready are necessary to
address the challenges related to renewable intermittency and demand
seasonality. Germany needs this back-up capacity to secure power supply in times
of need, such as when demand in cold winters cannot be satisfied with renewables
alone. Higher gas prices will make this transformation more expensive.8
Finally, higher medium-term gas prices are also a financial burden for many private
households in Germany. Nearly 50% of all existing residential units in Germany are
heated with gas. A rapid transition to other technologies (electric heat pumps) is not
realistic given the lack of skilled labour in the relevant sectors and the financial
constraints of homeowners. Thus, private households will have to carry higher
costs for heating purposes compared to the times of lower gas prices.
Eric Heymann (+49 69 910-31730, eric.heymann@db.com)

8

For further arguments on the role of gas in the German power sector see Heymann, Eric (2022). German
energy supply at a historical turning point. Deutsche Bank Research. Germany Monitor. Frankfurt am
Main.
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Household finances in 2021: Deposits out of favor –
mortgage boom continued
n

Private households in Germany added EUR 373 bn to their financial savings
in 2021, a large increase driven by nominal income growth and limited
opportunities to spend during lockdowns.

n

Households discarded their long-standing preference for bank deposits in
the face of negative nominal rates and rising inflation. Inflows of EUR 85 bn
were still considerable but a 43% drop from the previous year’s record
increase. By contrast, allocations to investment funds and life insurances
reached all-time highs.

n

Bank loans to households kept growing on the back of a relentless
mortgage boom (EUR 78 bn net new mortgages). However, households
paid off consumer loans (EUR -1.4 bn).

Figure 21: Pandemic leads to higher savings – inflation renders deposits
unattractive
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In 2021, private households in Germany increased their bank deposits by EUR 85
bn. This was a sharp decline from the 2020 record of EUR 149 bn, but still a
considerable sum in a long-term comparison. The growth rate almost halved to
3.4% yoy, the lowest in 10 years. The slowdown reflected weak growth of sight
deposits, which account for 69% of the EUR 2.5 tr in total household deposits.
The coronavirus pandemic had a strong impact on households’ spending and
saving patterns. Until May 2021, lockdowns restricted access to shops,
restaurants, sports and cultural events. With fewer opportunities to spend, deposits
rose significantly. When restrictions were fully lifted in summer, consumption
soared and household deposits dropped (EUR -3.1 bn) – the first quarterly decrease
in 15 years. In the final quarter, which included new pandemic measures in
December, deposit growth remained significantly below average. The pandemic
does not tell the whole story, though. In the previous year, consumers had boosted
their deposits throughout the year regardless of the “re-opening” of public life in
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Figure 22: Bank deposits: Sharp
decline in growth
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summer.
In fact, negative nominal rates and rising inflation led households to discard their
long-standing preference for deposits. Ultra-low interest rates for a long time had
not changed that but in May 2021, the average sight deposit rate slipped into
negative territory (-0.01%), hence many savers were charged for their deposits.
Even if they were not affected, many households had to agree to new “custody
fees” above a certain threshold in the banks’ terms and conditions. At the same
time, inflation was back after many years, leaping from 1% to 5.3% in the course of
2021. In light of that combination, bank deposits lost their appeal and for the first
time in 15 years, they did not receive the largest share of households’ net savings.
Instead, households increased their investments in other financial assets to a
record EUR 288 bn. Investment funds – mostly equity and mixed funds9 – attracted
by far the biggest proportion (EUR +105 bn). Direct investments in shares and
equity amounted to EUR 32 bn, spurred by the positive development of the DAX
since April 2020. A record EUR 52 bn went to life insurance, and about EUR 20 bn
each to pension schemes and non-life insurance.
Total net household savings in 2021 decreased slightly to EUR 373 bn due to the
lower inflows into deposits but remained close to the previous year’s record high.
As nominal disposable income rose a moderate 1.9%, the savings rate came down
to 15% in the second year of the pandemic, still 4 percentage points above its longterm average. It is likely to be in the low double-digit range in 2022. Nominal
disposable income is expected to rise but inflation will lead to a loss in real terms.
Households will have to spend more on daily purchases and will not be able to save
as much as before. With increased awareness of real returns, deposit growth might
slow moderately further.

Figure 23: Mortgages reach new
record high
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Figure 24: Mortgage rates bottom
%, until March 2022
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Mortgages accounted for the lion’s share with EUR 1.2 tr, consumer loans for EUR
184 bn. Since 2015, mortgage growth has accelerated from 2% to 7% driven by high
employment, rising disposable income, increasing house prices and ever lower
interest rates. A first uptick in average rates for new mortgages to 1.37% in 2021 did
not reduce loan demand; households took out a record net EUR 78 bn for house
purchases. Rising Bund yields indicate a further increase in mortgage rates this
year, albeit from a historically low level. Mortgage growth may remain substantial
but is likely to slow. The house price cycle is expected to end in the medium term due
to growing supply and increasingly unattractive valuations10 . Households paid off
consumer loans in 2021 on a net basis (EUR -1.4 bn) due to high savings and
particularly the pandemic restrictions. This year, consumer loans could grow
moderately.
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Figure 25: Repayment of consumer
loans
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9 BVI (2022), BVI: 2021 was an exceptional year, press release, February 10.
10 Möbert, Jochen (2022), Outlook for the German residential property market 2022 and beyond, Germany
Monitor, Deutsche Bank Research, May 10.
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Implementation of policy shifts will likely lead to increasing
intra-coalition frictions
n

Swift policy action in the face of the Ukraine crisis. All three ruling parties
have shown flexibility with respect to long-held beliefs. Our momentum
indicator shows strongest policy actions in energy, social and foreign &
defence policy.

n

Majority of Germans (57%) are unhappy with the new government. With
inflation at a 40-year high (reaching 7.4% yoy in April), a weaker growth
outlook and ongoing structural change, the government‘s popularity might
suffer even more over the next couple of weeks/months.

n

Greens are portraying themselves as effective crisis managers. Liberals
are striving for a more clear-cut profile. EconMin Habeck and Minister of
Foreign Affairs Baerbock have been able to raise their profiles during this
crisis. The Greens have also been clear winners of the recent two regional
elections (almost tripling their result in NRW). This is in stark contrast to the
weak performance of the Liberals who looking to establish a more clear-cut
economically liberal profile.

n

Implementation of policy shifts will likely lead to more intra-coalition
frictions. Given the urgently needed policy responses, the government
mostly added new (expensive) priorities on top of existing ones. However,
once the immediate shock fades, the debate on how to rank these priorities
cannot be avoided much longer. Intra-coalition and intra-party frictions are
likely to increase in the context of that discussion. Still, we do not expect the
three-way coalition to collapse anytime soon.

Swift policy action in the face of the crisis. The war in Ukraine is an external shock
to the German economy and German politics necessitating a couple of strong policy
shifts. The government has started to quickly adapt to these new geopolitical and
economic realities, with all three ruling parties showing flexibility with respect to
long-held beliefs.
n

th

The SPD in foreign and security policy: Scholz’s speech on Feb. 27 marks
a turning point in SPD’s security and defence policy, voicing a clear
commitment to the NATO 2% spending target and the supply of heavy
weapons to Ukraine. Still, a couple of weeks after these announcements
were made, implementation seemed to be an uphill battle for Scholz, who
faced resistance from within his own party when drafting the necessary
legislation. These strong policy shifts are reverberating through different
parts of the SPD as the party still has to officially agree a new SPD foreign
and security policy course (as announced by SPD party leader Klingbeil on
May 7).

n

The Greens quickly added the strategic goal of securing energy supply (also
via diversification of fossil fuel imports) on top of the existing goal of faster
expansion of renewables. EconMin Habeck‘s trip to Qatar to secure an LNG
deal and the draft law for faster construction of LGN terminals show strong
pragmatism in the face of the crisis. Despite the pacifist roots of the Greens,
they now seem very vocal in calling for military support of Ukraine (incl.
heavy weapons).

n

The Liberals with respect to fiscal policy: FinMin Lindner supported two
fiscal relief packages and stretched constitutional debt limits. He has
committed to a return to the debt brake by 2023, though.
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Figure 26: Support for the Greens
has risen since the war in Ukraine
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Strongest momentum in energy, social, foreign & defence policy. We constructed
our own momentum indicator to track where the policy action of the new
government has been most pronounced. In our recent note we analysed the details
and showed that this is especially true for energy, defence and social policy.
Debate about (new) ranking of government’s policy goals cannot be avoided for
much longer. Given the urgency of needed policy action, the government mostly
added new (expensive) priorities on top of existing ones. Energy security, national
security and cushioning the energy price shock for households (and to a certain
extent for companies) are currently on top of their agenda. However, once the
immediate shock fades, the debate on how to rank these priorities cannot be
avoided much longer. FinMin Lindner took the first step in presenting a new
strategy for supply-oriented fiscal policy last Wednesday (see fiscal policy article).
Greens most successful in portraying themselves as effective crisis managers.
The most recent rankings of German politicians with respect to popularity show
that EconMin Habeck and Minister of Foreign Affairs Baerbock have been able to
raise their profiles during this crisis and portray themselves as effective crisis
managers (see Fig. 27). Habeck’s effective communication style resonates well
with the German electorate and he is perceived to be credibly advancing the twin
goals of weaning Germany off Russian energy and cutting carbon emissions (see
recently announced legislative package “Osterpaket” from May 2).
Majority of Germans are unhappy with the new government – will this get worse?
According to most recent polls, the majority of Germans (57%) are currently
unhappy with the work of the new government (ARD Deutschlandtrend from end
of April, see Fig. 28), a significant deterioration from the high support level of 56%
in early March. This might be a reflection of the fact that the government only partly
cushioned the shock of higher energy prices with two fiscal relief packages and that
this support is only taking effect with a lag. They are a mix of tax cuts, subsidies and
direct transfers and worth roughly EUR 16bn each (see more details in the fiscal
section).
But with inflation at a 40-year high (reaching 7.4% yoy in April), a weaker growth
outlook and ongoing structural change, the government‘s popularity might suffer
even more over the next couple of weeks/months. While German society is showing
a high level of solidarity with Ukraine, this might wane if real incomes are
persistently hit by higher costs of living, potentially transforming into a kind of
"solidarity-fatigue" (see Fig. 29).

Figure 27: Habeck as rising star of
the new government?
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Figure 28: Only majority of
supporters of the Greens and the
SPD are happy with the
government's actions
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Figure 29: Only few EU countries willing to accept higher energy costs due to
sanctions
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Which role to play for Germany in an increasingly geopolitical Europe? Germany
is unlikely to be a driving force in the EU’s journey towards a geopolitical Europe (as
proclaimed by Joseph Borrell, the EU’s High Representative for foreign policy).
Chancellor Scholz persistently stresses his preference of acting (only) in
coordination with his EU partners – to fend off potential criticism at home. But it is
apparent that Germany grappled with the fact that it cannot focus on trade/
investment policies while ignoring their foreign/security implications. The
“rapprochement through interconnectedness” approach failed become an
automatism. While Scholz made clear in a television address on May 8th that
“Russia is not going to win this war”, he did not go as far as European Commission
President in saying that “we want Ukraine to win this war” (Twitter, May 4th).
Franco-German engine still warming up. The recent meeting of Macron and Scholz
did not bring much clarity as to which EU initiatives the Franco-German engine
might bring forward over the next couple of years. Macron openly supports treaty
change and proposed a “European Political Community” at his speech in
Strasbourg, a looser European alliance of countries that Ukraine could join more
quickly. Olaf Scholz called these suggestions “very interesting” (press conference,
May 9th). So far, the new German government has not provided strong impulses
with respect to further integration or institutional change. The looming debate will
evolve around how to further tighten the sanctions regime, how Germany’s E100bn
off-budget defence fund dovetails with action at the EU level, how to reform the
EU’s fiscal rules and how to implement the RePowerEU plan.

Zooming in on the domestic political landscape
CDU wins regional election in “miniature Germany” – but strong showing of the
Greens might lead to more intra-coalition frictions in Berlin.
The CDU with incumbent state premier Hendrik Wüst won 35.7% of total votes in
last Sunday’s election, with the SPD candidate Thomas Kutschaty coming in
second, winning 26.7% of total votes. The Greens will be the kingmakers, nearly
tripling their level of support, reaching 18.2% of total votes. A CDU/Green coalition
seems the most likely outcome currently, although a traffic-light coalition (SPD-
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Greens-Liberals) is also arithmetically possible. If Wüst (CDU) is successful in
forming a coalition, it would be the first time since 2002 that the incumbent is
reelected and the premiership does not alternate between SPD and CDU in this
German swing state.
What does the election outcome mean for the domestic political landscape?
n

Two CDU victories in a row (one of them being Germany’s most populous
state) are seen as a strong boost for current CDU leader Friedrich Merz and
will bolster his authority as key opposition leader (despite one of the two
victorious state premiers being a centrist and not a conservative like Merz).

What does it mean for federal policy making?
n

Being home of one fifth of the German population, elections in NRW are
sometimes called a “little federal election”. In the end, the SPD reaching
27% of total votes is not a huge blow for Chancellor Olaf Scholz, although
his popularity has reportedly been suffering recently given his perceived
lack of leadership.

n

The outstanding performance of the Greens and the weak result of the
Liberals (mirroring the result of the recent regional elections in SchleswigHolstein) are likely to lead to increased frictions between the two coalition
partners in Berlin, with the FDP set to strengthen its economically liberal
profile.

Preview: Potential CDU chancellor candidates for 2025? Fast-forwarding to the
2025 federal election, both Daniel Günther (aged 48) and Hendrik Wüst (aged 46)
are roughly 20 years younger than Friedrich Merz, which could qualify them as
potential CDU chancellor candidates in 2025. So, it seems worth keeping both state
premiers on the political radar, even though 2025 seems an eternity away in terms
of predicting political personnel.
Outlook: Implementation of policy shifts leading to more intra-coalition frictions.
Policy action by the government has made the German economy slightly more
resilient with respect to energy supply shocks and has supported a ramp-up of
defence capabilities, but key vulnerabilities persist (supply chains, China).
Preserving the status quo plus adding new expensive priorities is not sustainable
beyond immediate crisis mitigation. Thus, we expect the policy discussion to shift
towards re-priorisation of strategic goals over the next few weeks/months. Intracoalition and intra-party frictions are likely to increase in the context of that
discussion (see recent strategy document of FinMin Lindner on supply-side fiscal
policy and the Liberals’ recent electoral defeat at the regional level). Still, we do not
expect the three-way coalition to collapse anytime soon.
Barbara Böttcher (+49 69 910-31787, barbara.boettcher@db.com)
Marion Mühlberger (+49 69 910-31815, marion.muehlberger@db.com)
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Germany: Data Calendar
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Financial Forecasts
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Germany – Data monitor
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84.9

-21.5

5.0
-14.0

% pop = % change this period over previous period.
Source: Deutsche Bundesbank, European Commission, Eurostat, Federal Employment Agency, German Federal Statistical Office, HWWI,
ifo, IHS Markit
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Appendix 1
Important Disclosures
*Other information available upon request
*Prices are current as of the end of the previous trading session unless otherwise indicated and are sourced from local
exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors . Other information is sourced from Deutsche Bank, subject companies,
and other sources. For further information regarding disclosures relevant to Deutsche Bank Research, please visit our global
disclosure look-up page on our website at https://research.db.com/Research/Disclosures/FICCDisclosures. Aside from within
this report, important risk and conflict disclosures can also be found at https://research.db.com/Research/Disclosures/
Disclaimer. Investors are strongly encouraged to review this information before investing.

Analyst Certification
The views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the undersigned lead analyst(s). In addition, the
undersigned lead analyst(s) has not and will not receive any compensation for providing a specific recommendation or view
in this report. Stefan Schneider, Sebastian Becker, Barbara Boettcher, Eric Heymann, Heike Mai, Marion Muehlberger, Marc
Schattenberg.
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Additional Information
The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deutsche Bank AG or one of its affiliates (collectively 'Deutsche
Bank'). Though the information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be
reliable, Deutsche Bank makes no representation as to its accuracy or completeness. Hyperlinks to third-party websites in this
report are provided for reader convenience only. Deutsche Bank neither endorses the content nor is responsible for the
accuracy or security controls of those websites.
If you use the services of Deutsche Bank in connection with a purchase or sale of a security that is discussed in this report, or
is included or discussed in another communication (oral or written) from a Deutsche Bank analyst, Deutsche Bank may act as
principal for its own account or as agent for another person.
Deutsche Bank may consider this report in deciding to trade as principal. It may also engage in transactions, for its own account
or with customers, in a manner inconsistent with the views taken in this research report. Others within Deutsche Bank,
including strategists, sales staff and other analysts, may take views that are inconsistent with those taken in this research
report. Deutsche Bank issues a variety of research products, including fundamental analysis, equity-linked analysis,
quantitative analysis and trade ideas. Recommendations contained in one type of communication may differ from
recommendations contained in others, whether as a result of differing time horizons, methodologies, perspectives or
otherwise. Deutsche Bank and/or its affiliates may also be holding debt or equity securities of the issuers it writes on. Analysts
are paid in part based on the profitability of Deutsche Bank AG and its affiliates, which includes investment banking, trading
and principal trading revenues.
Opinions, estimates and projections constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of Deutsche Bank and are subject to change without notice. Deutsche Bank provides liquidity
for buyers and sellers of securities issued by the companies it covers. Deutsche Bank research analysts sometimes have
shorter-term trade ideas that may be inconsistent with Deutsche Bank's existing longer-term ratings. Some trade ideas for
equities are listed as Catalyst Calls on the Research Website (https://research.db.com/Research/) , and can be found on the
general coverage list and also on the covered company’s page. A Catalyst Call represents a high-conviction belief by an analyst
that a stock will outperform or underperform the market and/or a specified sector over a time frame of no less than two weeks
and no more than three months. In addition to Catalyst Calls, analysts may occasionally discuss with our clients, and with
Deutsche Bank salespersons and traders, trading strategies or ideas that reference catalysts or events that may have a nearterm or medium-term impact on the market price of the securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally
counter to the analysts' current 12-month view of total return or investment return as described herein. Deutsche Bank has
no obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a recipient thereof if an opinion, forecast or estimate
changes or becomes inaccurate. Coverage and the frequency of changes in market conditions and in both general and
company-specific economic prospects make it difficult to update research at defined intervals. Updates are at the sole
discretion of the coverage analyst or of the Research Department Management, and the majority of reports are published at
irregular intervals. This report is provided for informational purposes only and does not take into account the particular
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or
sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy. Target prices are inherently imprecise and a
product of the analyst’s judgment. The financial instruments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors, and
investors must make their own informed investment decisions. Prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to
change without notice, and investment transactions can lead to losses as a result of price fluctuations and other factors. If a
financial instrument is denominated in a currency other than an investor's currency, a change in exchange rates may adversely
affect the investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Performance calculations exclude
transaction costs, unless otherwise indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, prices are current as of the end of the previous
trading session and are sourced from local exchanges via Reuters, Bloomberg and other vendors. Data is also sourced from
Deutsche Bank, subject companies, and other parties.
The Deutsche Bank Research Department is independent of other business divisions of the Bank. Details regarding our
organizational arrangements and information barriers we have to prevent and avoid conflicts of interest with respect to our
research are available on our website (https://research.db.com/Research/) under Disclaimer.
Macroeconomic fluctuations often account for most of the risks associated with exposures to instruments that promise to pay
fixed or variable interest rates. For an investor who is long fixed-rate instruments (thus receiving these cash flows), increases
in interest rates naturally lift the discount factors applied to the expected cash flows and thus cause a loss. The longer the
maturity of a certain cash flow and the higher the move in the discount factor, the higher will be the loss. Upside surprises in
inflation, fiscal funding needs, and FX depreciation rates are among the most common adverse macroeconomic shocks to
receivers. But counterparty exposure, issuer creditworthiness, client segmentation, regulation (including changes in assets
holding limits for different types of investors), changes in tax policies, currency convertibility (which may constrain currency
conversion, repatriation of profits and/or liquidation of positions), and settlement issues related to local clearing houses are
also important risk factors. The sensitivity of fixed-income instruments to macroeconomic shocks may be mitigated by
indexing the contracted cash flows to inflation, to FX depreciation, or to specified interest rates – these are common in
emerging markets. The index fixings may – by construction – lag or mis-measure the actual move in the underlying variables
they are intended to track. The choice of the proper fixing (or metric) is particularly important in swaps markets, where floating
coupon rates (i.e., coupons indexed to a typically short-dated interest rate reference index) are exchanged for fixed coupons.
Funding in a currency that differs from the currency in which coupons are denominated carries FX risk. Options on swaps
(swaptions) the risks typical to options in addition to the risks related to rates movements.
Derivative transactions involve numerous risks including market, counterparty default and illiquidity risk. The appropriateness
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of these products for use by investors depends on the investors' own circumstances, including their tax position, their
regulatory environment and the nature of their other assets and liabilities; as such, investors should take expert legal and
financial advice before entering into any transaction similar to or inspired by the contents of this publication. The risk of loss
in futures trading and options, foreign or domestic, can be substantial. As a result of the high degree of leverage obtainable
in futures and options trading, losses may be incurred that are greater than the amount of funds initially deposited – up to
theoretically unlimited losses. Trading in options involves risk and is not suitable for all investors. Prior to buying or selling an
option, investors must review the 'Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options”, at http://www.optionsclearing.com/
about/publications/character-risks.jsp. If you are unable to access the website, please contact your Deutsche Bank
representative for a copy of this important document.
Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (i) exchange
rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (ii) the value of currencies may be affected by numerous market
factors, including world and national economic, political and regulatory events, events in equity and debt markets and changes
in interest rates; and (iii) currencies may be subject to devaluation or government-imposed exchange controls, which could
affect the value of the currency. Investors in securities such as ADRs, whose values are affected by the currency of an
underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.
Unless governing law provides otherwise, all transactions should be executed through the Deutsche Bank entity in the
investor's home jurisdiction. Aside from within this report, important conflict disclosures can also be found at https://
research.db.com/Research/ on each company’s research page. Investors are strongly encouraged to review this information
before investing.
Deutsche Bank (which includes Deutsche Bank AG, its branches and affiliated companies) is not acting as a financial adviser,
consultant or fiduciary to you or any of your agents (collectively, “You” or “Your”) with respect to any information provided in
this report. Deutsche Bank does not provide investment, legal, tax or accounting advice, Deutsche Bank is not acting as your
impartial adviser, and does not express any opinion or recommendation whatsoever as to any strategies, products or any other
information presented in the materials. Information contained herein is being provided solely on the basis that the recipient
will make an independent assessment of the merits of any investment decision, and it does not constitute a recommendation
of, or express an opinion on, any product or service or any trading strategy.
The information presented is general in nature and is not directed to retirement accounts or any specific person or account type,
and is therefore provided to You on the express basis that it is not advice, and You may not rely upon it in making Your decision.
The information we provide is being directed only to persons we believe to be financially sophisticated, who are capable of
evaluating investment risks independently, both in general and with regard to particular transactions and investment
strategies, and who understand that Deutsche Bank has financial interests in the offering of its products and services. If this
is not the case, or if You are an IRA or other retail investor receiving this directly from us, we ask that you inform us immediately.
In July 2018, Deutsche Bank revised its rating system for short term ideas whereby the branding has been changed to Catalyst
Calls (“CC”) from SOLAR ideas; the rating categories for Catalyst Calls originated in the Americas region have been made
consistent with the categories used by Analysts globally; and the effective time period for CCs has been reduced from a
maximum of 180 days to 90 days.
United States: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank Securities Incorporated, a member of FINRA, NFA and SIPC.
Analysts located outside of the United States are employed by non-US affiliates that are not subject to FINRA regulations.
European Economic Area (exc. United Kingdom): Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, a joint stock
corporation with limited liability incorporated in the Federal Republic of Germany with its principal office in Frankfurt am Main.
Deutsche Bank AG is authorized under German Banking Law and is subject to supervision by the European Central Bank and
by BaFin, Germany’s Federal Financial Supervisory Authority.
United Kingdom: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Bank AG acting through its London Branch at Winchester House,
1 Great Winchester Street, London EC2N 2DB. Deutsche Bank AG in the United Kingdom is authorised by the Prudential
Regulation Authority and is subject to limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority and Financial Conduct
Authority. Details about the extent of our authorisation and regulation are available on request.
Hong Kong SAR: Distributed by Deutsche Bank AG, Hong Kong Branch, except for any research content relating to futures
contracts within the meaning of the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance Cap. 571. Research reports on such futures
contracts are not intended for access by persons who are located, incorporated, constituted or resident in Hong Kong. The
author(s) of a research report may not be licensed to carry on regulated activities in Hong Kong, and if not licensed, do not hold
themselves out as being able to do so. The provisions set out above in the 'Additional Information' section shall apply to the
fullest extent permissible by local laws and regulations, including without limitation the Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed
or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission. This report is intended for distribution only to 'professional
investors' as defined in Part 1 of Schedule of the SFO. This document must not be acted or relied on by persons who are not
professional investors. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to professional
investors and will be engaged only with professional investors.
India: Prepared by Deutsche Equities India Private Limited (DEIPL) having CIN: U65990MH2002PTC137431 and registered
office at 14th Floor, The Capital, C-70, G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex Mumbai (India) 400051. Tel: + 91 22 7180 4444. It is
registered by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) as a Stock broker bearing registration no.: INZ000252437;
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Merchant Banker bearing SEBI Registration no.: INM000010833 and Research Analyst bearing SEBI Registration no.:
INH000001741. DEIPL may have received administrative warnings from the SEBI for breaches of Indian regulations. Deutsche
Bank and/or its affiliate(s) may have debt holdings or positions in the subject company. With regard to information on
associates, please refer to the “Shareholdings” section in the Annual Report at: https://www.db.com/ir/en/annualreports.htm.
Japan: Approved and/or distributed by Deutsche Securities Inc.(DSI). Registration number - Registered as a financial
instruments dealer by the Head of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Kinsho) No. 117. Member of associations: JSDA, Type II
Financial Instruments Firms Association and The Financial Futures Association of Japan. Commissions and risks involved in
stock transactions - for stock transactions, we charge stock commissions and consumption tax by multiplying the transaction
amount by the commission rate agreed with each customer. Stock transactions can lead to losses as a result of share price
fluctuations and other factors. Transactions in foreign stocks can lead to additional losses stemming from foreign exchange
fluctuations. We may also charge commissions and fees for certain categories of investment advice, products and services.
Recommended investment strategies, products and services carry the risk of losses to principal and other losses as a result
of changes in market and/or economic trends, and/or fluctuations in market value. Before deciding on the purchase of financial
products and/or services, customers should carefully read the relevant disclosures, prospectuses and other documentation.
'Moody's', 'Standard Poor's', and 'Fitch' mentioned in this report are not registered credit rating agencies in Japan unless
Japan or 'Nippon' is specifically designated in the name of the entity. Reports on Japanese listed companies not written by
analysts of DSI are written by Deutsche Bank Group's analysts with the coverage companies specified by DSI. Some of the
foreign securities stated on this report are not disclosed according to the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan.
Target prices set by Deutsche Bank's equity analysts are based on a 12-month forecast period..
Korea: Distributed by Deutsche Securities Korea Co.
South Africa: Deutsche Bank AG Johannesburg is incorporated in the Federal Republic of Germany (Branch Register Number
in South Africa: 1998/003298/10).
Singapore: This report is issued by Deutsche Bank AG, Singapore Branch (One Raffles Quay #18-00 South Tower Singapore
048583, 65 6423 8001), which may be contacted in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, this report.
Where this report is issued or promulgated by Deutsche Bank in Singapore to a person who is not an accredited investor, expert
investor or institutional investor (as defined in the applicable Singapore laws and regulations), they accept legal responsibility
to such person for its contents.
Taiwan: Information on securities/investments that trade in Taiwan is for your reference only. Readers should independently
evaluate investment risks and are solely responsible for their investment decisions. Deutsche Bank research may not be
distributed to the Taiwan public media or quoted or used by the Taiwan public media without written consent. Information on
securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a
recommendation to trade in such securities/instruments. Deutsche Securities Asia Limited, Taipei Branch may not execute
transactions for clients in these securities/instruments.
Qatar: Deutsche Bank AG in the Qatar Financial Centre (registered no. 00032) is regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre
Regulatory Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - QFC Branch may undertake only the financial services activities that fall within the
scope of its existing QFCRA license. Its principal place of business in the QFC: Qatar Financial Centre, Tower, West Bay, Level
5, PO Box 14928, Doha, Qatar. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank AG. Related financial products or
services are only available only to Business Customers, as defined by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority.
Russia: The information, interpretation and opinions submitted herein are not in the context of, and do not constitute, any
appraisal or evaluation activity requiring a license in the Russian Federation.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia LLC Company (registered no. 07073-37) is regulated by the
Capital Market Authority. Deutsche Securities Saudi Arabia may undertake only the financial services activities that fall within
the scope of its existing CMA license. Its principal place of business in Saudi Arabia: King Fahad Road, Al Olaya District, P.O.
Box 301809, Faisaliah Tower - 17th Floor, 11372 Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
United Arab Emirates: Deutsche Bank AG in the Dubai International Financial Centre (registered no. 00045) is regulated by
the Dubai Financial Services Authority. Deutsche Bank AG - DIFC Branch may only undertake the financial services activities
that fall within the scope of its existing DFSA license. Principal place of business in the DIFC: Dubai International Financial
Centre, The Gate Village, Building 5, PO Box 504902, Dubai, U.A.E. This information has been distributed by Deutsche Bank
AG. Related financial products or services are available only to Professional Clients, as defined by the Dubai Financial Services
Authority.
Australia and New Zealand: This research is intended only for 'wholesale clients' within the meaning of the Australian
Corporations Act and New Zealand Financial Advisors Act, respectively. Please refer to Australia-specific research disclosures
and related information at https://www.dbresearch.com/PROD/RPS_EN-PROD/PROD0000000000521304.xhtml . Where
research refers to any particular financial product recipients of the research should consider any product disclosure statement,
prospectus or other applicable disclosure document before making any decision about whether to acquire the product. In
preparing this report, the primary analyst or an individual who assisted in the preparation of this report has likely been in contact
with the company that is the subject of this research for confirmation/clarification of data, facts, statements, permission to use
company-sourced material in the report, and/or site-visit attendance. Without prior approval from Research Management,
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analysts may not accept from current or potential Banking clients the costs of travel, accommodations, or other expenses
incurred by analysts attending site visits, conferences, social events, and the like. Similarly, without prior approval from
Research Management and Anti-Bribery and Corruption (“ABC”) team, analysts may not accept perks or other items of value
for their personal use from issuers they cover.
Additional information relative to securities, other financial products or issuers discussed in this report is available upon
request. This report may not be reproduced, distributed or published without Deutsche Bank's prior written consent.
Backtested, hypothetical or simulated performance results have inherent limitations. Unlike an actual performance record
based on trading actual client portfolios, simulated results are achieved by means of the retroactive application of a backtested
model itself designed with the benefit of hindsight. Taking into account historical events the backtesting of performance also
differs from actual account performance because an actual investment strategy may be adjusted any time, for any reason,
including a response to material, economic or market factors. The backtested performance includes hypothetical results that
do not reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings or the deduction of advisory fees, brokerage or other
commissions, and any other expenses that a client would have paid or actually paid. No representation is made that any trading
strategy or account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Alternative modeling techniques or
assumptions might produce significantly different results and prove to be more appropriate. Past hypothetical backtest results
are neither an indicator nor guarantee of future returns. Actual results will vary, perhaps materially, from the analysis.
The method for computing individual E,S,G and composite ESG scores set forth herein is a novel method developed by the
Research department within Deutsche Bank AG, computed using a systematic approach without human intervention.
Different data providers, market sectors and geographies approach ESG analysis and incorporate the findings in a variety of
ways. As such, the ESG scores referred to herein may differ from equivalent ratings developed and implemented by other ESG
data providers in the market and may also differ from equivalent ratings developed and implemented by other divisions within
the Deutsche Bank Group. Such ESG scores also differ from other ratings and rankings that have historically been applied in
research reports published by Deutsche Bank AG. Further, such ESG scores do not represent a formal or official view of
Deutsche Bank AG.
It should be noted that the decision to incorporate ESG factors into any investment strategy may inhibit the ability to participate
in certain investment opportunities that otherwise would be consistent with your investment objective and other principal
investment strategies. The returns on a portfolio consisting primarily of sustainable investments may be lower or higher than
portfolios where ESG factors, exclusions, or other sustainability issues are not considered, and the investment opportunities
available to such portfolios may differ. Companies may not necessarily meet high performance standards on all aspects of ESG
or sustainable investing issues; there is also no guarantee that any company will meet expectations in connection with
corporate responsibility, sustainability, and/or impact performance.
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